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Deformation mechanisms involving mass transport by stress driven diffusion influence a large
number of technological problems. We study the formation of undulations on surfaces of stressed
films at high temperature by exploring the deformation kinetics governed by volume and surface
diffusion. A governing equation is derived that gives the amplitude change of such surfaces as a
function of time. A parametric study is then carried out using a range of practically important input
values of the film material properties. The results show that at the dominant instability wavelength,
under high average stresses(giga pascal range), only surface diffusion contributes to film surface
morphology evolution whereas under low stress and high-temperature conditions, both surface
diffusion and volume diffusion contribute to film surface morphology evolution. Furthermore, the
contribution of volume diffusion depends on the sign of the film stress, with compressive stress
promoting surface roughening and tensile stress promoting surface smoothing. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1827920]

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface morphological instabilities driven by stresses
have attracted considerable attention in the last two decades
due to their importance in technology. The stability of a solid
surface under stress was first addressed by Tiller and
co-workers1,2 while analyzing the role of surface diffusion
and surface dissolution and condensation through an adjoin-
ing liquid in stress-corrosion cracking. The chemical-
potential gradient driving the mass transport processes was
assumed to have arisen from the stress variation along the
surface and the surface curvature. In their analysis, however,
volume diffusion by a vacancy mechanism was neglected
since it was believed to be slow at typical temperatures en-
countered for stress-corrosion cracking. Similar stability
analysis was done independently by Grinfeld3 and Srolovitz.4

The problem of a stressed solid surface(or surface-vapor
interface) becoming unstable at high temperatures was later
observed during thin-film growth and annealing.5–8 The
analysis of such instabilities was based on surface diffusion
driven by gradients in surface chemical potential,9–14 an ap-
proach that was the same as that of Tiller and co-workers,1,2

Grinfeld,3 and Srolovitz.4

Although surface diffusion is an important kinetic pro-
cess, other kinetic processes could affect the evolution of
stressed surfaces. One possibility at high temperatures is the
diffusion of atoms through the bulk. The chemical-potential
gradient driving this volume diffusion would arise due to
capillarity15 and stress variations in the bulk produced by the
sinusoidal surface morphology. Note that for unstressed solid

surfaces, capillarity-induced volume fluxes, along with sur-
face diffusion, have been used to predict the decay of surface
corrugations by Blakely and co-workers,16–20 Gjostein and
Bonzel,21 and Liau and Zeiger.22 Recently, McCartyet al.23

have demonstrated that the smoothing of NiAl surfaces is
controlled by the exchange of bulk vacancies with the sur-
face. The relative importance of volume fluxes varies with
the temperature and the level of stress.

A simple analysis of the evolution of stressed sinusoidal
surfaces of small amplitude is presented in this paper that
takes into account(i) surface diffusion driven by gradients in
chemical potential along the solid surface and(ii ) volume
diffusion driven by stress variation along the sinusoidal sur-
face and by capillarity. The governing equations are ob-
tained, followed by a parametric study to reveal the relative
importance of the surface and volume diffusion terms. Al-
though this analysis is general, we will compare the model
predictions with the waviness formation observed in metallic
films of thermal barrier systems.24

II. ANALYSIS

Consider a sinusoidal surface of a film over a substrate,
as shown in Fig. 1. The system is assumed to be infinitely
thick in thez direction so that a plain strain condition exists

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; current address:
Intel Corporation, Assembly Technology Development, CH5-159, Chan-
dler, AZ 85226; FAX: 1(217) 244 5707; electronic mail: kjhsia@uiuc.edu FIG. 1. Sinusoidal perturbations of the free surface of the stressed solid.
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throughout. The perturbation on the film surface(henceforth
referred to as the solid surface) is assumed to take the form

hsx,td = astdcossvxd, s1d

where a is the perturbation amplitude andv=2p /l is the
frequency withl being the perturbation wavelength. An ar-
bitrary solid surface profile can be represented by a Fourier
series of such sinusoidal perturbations. The perturbation am-
plitude of the film surface is assumed to be small compared
to its thickness, so that the film can be taken to be infinitely
thick while computing the fluxes near the free surface. The
slope of the film surface is also assumed to be small, imply-
ing ]hsx,td /]x!1 and] /]s<] /]x, wheres is the coordinate
along the film surface.

A remote stresss` is applied to the film parallel to thex
axis. This stress can arise as a result of differential expan-
sion (or contraction) of the film with the substrate due to
thermal-expansion mismatch, phase transformations, differ-
ential diffusion of different elements, or defects during
deposition.25–28 We denotes` positive if compressive. The
stress along the solid surface is altered compared to the bulk
of the film as a result of the surface perturbation and is given
as1,2,29,30

sxsx,y = 0d = s` − 2s`av cossvxd. s2d

The second term on the right-hand side(RHS) of Eq. (2)
represents thechangein the stress at the solid surface due to
the sinusoidal surface geometry. The chemical potentialx
along the surface of the wavy solid is1,13

x = sU − kgdV, s3d

wherek is the solid surface curvature,V is the atomic vol-
ume, U is the elastic strain energy per unit volume on the
solid surface, andg is the solid surface energy per unit area,
assumed to be isotropic.

The strain energy density at the surface,U is given by

Usx,td =
s1 − nds`

2

4G
f1 − 4av cossvxdg, s4d

whereG is the shear modulus. In writing Eq.(4), the higher-
order terms ofav are neglected as a result of the small slope
assumption. If the film in Fig. 1 was not attached to the
substrate and free to move, the wavelengthl would be a
function of time. For a film attached to the substrate, how-
ever, it is reasonable to assume that planes remain as planes
in the film during surface evolution.31 In such a case,
hsx,td=astdcossvxd, i.e., the fluctuation amplitude alone var-
ies with time. The chemical-potential change along the sur-
face drives atom diffusion, giving rise to a flux along the
surface(Fig. 2, also see Asaro and Tiller1)

Js = −
DsCs

kT

] x

] x

=
DsCsV sinsvxd

kT
F s1 − nds`

2

G
av2 − gav3G , s5d

whereDs is the surface self-diffusivity,Cs is the number of
diffusing atoms per unit area,k is the Boltzmann constant,

andT is the absolute temperature. In writing Eq.(5), we have
takenk to be]2hsx,td /]x2.

For a film under mechanical equilibrium, the pressure
(hydrostatic stress) just below the film surface varies accord-
ing to two independent “loading” parameters: capillarity
(surface tension) and the applied remote stress, as explained
in the Appendix. Fractional vacancy concentration as a result
of the pressure variation just below the surface is given by
Eq. (A3). This vacancy concentration,Csx,y=0d, is different
from that far below the surface, which is the equilibrium
concentrationCv at a given temperatureT and average stress
s`. We take the vacancy concentration variation in the film
to be15

Csx,yd = Cv +
CvV

kT

3F− av2g +
2

3
s1 + nds`avGcossvxdevy. s6d

It can be shown that the vacancy concentration given by Eq.
(6) satisfies the Laplace equation,¹2C=0 everywhere in the
body. Therefore, sources and sinks of vacancies need only
exist along the surface of the film.

The concentration gradient in the vacancies in they di-
rection will result in a vacancy flux at the film surface
(Fig. 2),

Jv = U − Dv
] fCsx,yd/Vg

] y
U

y=0

=
DvCv

kT
Fgv3 −

2s1 + nd
3

s`v2G a cossvxd, s7d

whereDv is the vacancy self-diffusivity. Note that for most
metals, the product,DvCv, is equal to the volume self-
diffusivity of the solid, D1. We replaceDvCv by D1 in the
current analysis. While writing Eq.(7), the gradient of va-
cancy concentration normal to the surface is approximated as
]fCsx,yd /Vg /]y and computed aty=0 due to the small slope
assumption.15 The first term in Eq.(7) implies that a net flux
of atoms flows from the crests to the troughs(Fig. 2) as a
result of a net flux of vacancies from the troughs to the
crests. Thus, the vacancy flux due to the first term in Eq.(7)
tends to flatten the surface profile. For a compressive remote
stress, the second term of Eq.(7) will cause the troughs to
experience a flux of vacancies along the positivey axis and
vice versa. Such a flux would roughen the film surface.

The surface and volume diffusion described above are
assumed to take place in the region close to the surface and

FIG. 2. A portion on the film surface between two troughs showing various
diffusion processes.
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hence the volume flux at the surface can be used to compute
the velocity of the surface, as shown in Fig. 3. Conservation
of mass at a surface element(Fig. 3) gives the normal veloc-
ity

Vn =
] hsx,td

] t
= − V

] Js

] x
+ Vs− Jvd. s8d

The rate of change of fluctuation amplitude can then be com-
puted from the definition ofhsx,td, along with Eqs.(5), (7),
and (8) as

1

astd
dastd

dt
=

Ds0Cs0V2

kT
e−qs/kTF s1 − nds`

2

G
v3 − gv4G

+
D10V

kT
e−q1/kTF2s1 + nd

3
s`v2 − gv3G . s9d

Here,DsCs andD1 are replaced byDs0Cs0 exps−qs/kTd and
D10 exps−q1/kTd, with qs and q1 being the corresponding
activation energies. The first term in Eq.(9) tends to roughen
the surface, irrespective of the sign of remote stress, while
the third term roughens the surface only for compressive
remote stress. Thev2 (or 1/l2) dependence of the third term
in Eq. (9) is similar to the 1/sgrain sized2 dependence of the
strain rate32 during creep of a polycrystalline material. Note
that the rate of the amplitude increase per unit amplitude
fs1/adsda/dtdg in the present problem is thus analogous to
the creep strain rate.

The second and the fourth terms in Eq.(9) represent the
tendency of the sinusoidal surface to flatten. In the absence
of remote stresses, we go back to the case described by
Mullins15 where the surfacealwaysflattens through diffusion
at high temperatures. The decay constant during corrugation
smoothing16–22 is now replaced by a “decay” or an “amplifi-
cation” constant depending upon the surface undulation fre-
quency. The terms in Eq.(9) that have the most influence on
the surface evolution at a givenv includeD1/ sDsCsd ands`.
We carry out this analysis in Sec. III by taking input values
for the variables in Eq.(9) from the literature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start by analyzing Eq.(9) for constant temperature as
applied in various experimental studies of surface evolution
of stressed7,24 and unstressed surfaces.16–20 First, a brief lit-
erature survey of the typical values of the relevant param-
eters in Eq.(9) is presented, especially those pertaining to
the thermal barrier systems. The remote stressss`d in the
films can vary widely. In films of thermal barrier systems,
this stress is in tens of mega pascals at high

temperatures.33–35In other thin-film roughening experiments,
this stress could be in the giga pascal range.8,13,29

Few q1 values for Ni-based bond coat alloys used in
thermal barrier systems and related materials have been re-
ported in literature. For NiAl, the activation energy for inter-
diffusion, q1, of 2.71–3.25 eV(Ref. 35) has been reported.
The q1 for Ni is about 2.89 eV.36 For surface diffusion, the
reportedqs values for Ni vary considerably, from 0.82 eV
(Ref. 21) to 1.54–1.85 eV.18 This variation is due to surface
conditions and surface orientation. To the authors’ knowl-
edge,qs for metal film surfaces in thermal barrier systems
has not been experimentally determined. The ratio of
D1/ sDsCsd can thus vary over a few orders of magnitude
depending upon conditions such as crystal orientation, tem-
perature, and surface cleanliness. For Ni, the ratioD1/ sDsCsd
was reported to be about 1.5310−25 m2 at 1273 K and 1.8
310−24 m2 at 1473 K by some researchers,21,36 and was re-
ported to vary from 2.5310−25 to 10−24 m2 at 1273 K and
1.3310−24 to 3.7310−24 m2 at 1473 K by others.18,36 For
Cu, D1/ sDsCsd has been reported to be 1.3310−24 m2 at
1273 K36,37while for a-Fe, this ratio is about 10−24 m2 at all
temperatures.38

The surface energyg of the film is typically of the order
of 1 J/m2. The isothermal (annealing) temperature for
roughening experiments in thermal barrier systems is be-
tween 1373 and 1473 K.24,39–41 Note that the effect of the
isothermal temperature on our results is incorporated through
the ratioD1/ sDsCsd.

To gain an insight on the film surface roughening
through combined surface and volume diffusion, we find the
amplitude change of surface perturbations with time as a
function of wavelength from Eq.(9) for a set of input param-
eters given below. ForG=100 GPa,n=1/3, s`=25 MPa,
D1/ sDsCsd=10−25 m2, g=1 J/m2, and V=4.29310−29 m3

(Blakely and Mykura42 for Ni), Eq. (9) gives

lnUFastd
a0

GU
l̂

=
8p3DsCsV

2s`
6 t

kTg3G3 l̂−3sP − Ql̂−1 + Rl̂ − Sd,

s10d

where P, Q, R, and S are parameters equal to 4.23103,
3.93104, 1.33106, and 2.33103 N/m2, respectively, for

the chosen set of material parameters,l̂=2ps`
2 / svgGd is the

dimensionless wavelength, astd is the fluctuation amplitude
at time t, while a0 is the initial amplitude.

The normalized amplitude change of the film, astd /a0, as
a function of wavelengthl from Eq. (10) is plotted in Fig.
4(a). The plot reveals different rates of amplitude change for
perturbations of different wavelengths. For surface undula-
tions with wavelengths less than a critical value,lcr [Fig.
4(a)], the amplitude decreases with time. This value is about
28 mm in the present case. It can be seen that in this region
sl,lcrd, the logarithm of the amplitude ratio is negative,
i.e., the amplitude decreases rapidly as the wavelength of
waviness decreases. On the other hand, undulations with
wavelength greater thanlcr increase in amplitude at varying
relative rates with time. The result also shows that the maxi-
mum amplitude change occurs at a wavelengthlmax [Fig.
4(a)] of about 38mm in the present case. The components

FIG. 3. Diffusion along an element of the surface.
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with wavelengths close to this peak point grow faster than
the components of other wavelengths. The evolution of the
film described by Fig. 4(a) is qualitatively similar to that if
we consider surface diffusion alone, as shown in Fig. 4(b)
(also see Asaro and Tiller1 and Freund13) or volume diffusion
alone, as shown in Fig. 4(c). However, the critical and the
maximum wavelengths are significantly larger when consid-
ering surface diffusion alone(about 1510 and 2010mm, re-
spectively) or considerably smaller when considering vol-
ume diffusion alone(about 0.28 and 0.42mm, respectively).
Thus, for the set of parameters used to plot Fig. 4, neither of
the two diffusion paths alone can explain the waviness for-
mation seen in thermal barrier systems24 where the wave-
length of waviness is seen to be tens of micrometers.

Figure 4 suggests that given enough time to evolve, the
film surface wavelengths should be relatively independent of
the initial surface features and be dominated by wavelengths
close tolmax. For the material parameters used to obtain Fig.
4, the contribution to roughening by the first term and the
contribution to smoothing by the fourth term in Eq.(9) are
negligible compared to those by the third term and the sec-
ond term atlmax. At lmax for the material parameters consid-
ered, the only destabilizing mechanism for the surface per-
turbations is volume diffusion, while the only stabilizing
mechanism is surface diffusion. Under these conditions,

lmax= Î2lcr = 2pF 3Vg

s1 + nds`

DsCs

D1
G1/2

. s11d

The value oflmax as a function ofD1/ sDsCsd and stress
s` is shown in Fig. 5. Other parameters used to plot Fig. 5
are the same as those used for Fig. 4(a). The dominant sur-
face wavelength in Fig. 5(a) increases with decreasing vol-
ume diffusion relative to surface diffusion[i.e., decreasing

D1/ sDsCsd]. Figure 5(a) also shows that the values oflmax

decrease with increasing stress at a given relative diffusional
rate, D1/ sDsCsd. This is due to the fact that thelmax pre-
dicted by surface diffusion alone in Eq.(9) decreases faster
with stress(proportional tos`

2) compared to that predicted
by volume diffusion alone(proportional tos`).

Results similar to Fig. 5(a) are plotted in Fig. 5(b) for
low stress levels. Figure 5(b) shows that the inclusion of
volume diffusion terms has a considerable effect on the value

FIG. 4. Ratio of amplitude change of a film as a function of wavelength for isothermal temperature history.(a) Considering both surface and volume diffusion,
(b) considering surface diffusion alone[first two terms on RHS of Eq.(9)], and(c) considering volume diffusion alone[last two terms on RHS of Eq.(9)].

FIG. 5. Thelmax of a film as(a) a function ofD1/ sDsCsdf=DvCv / sDsCsdg at
several compressive stress levels and as(b) a function of stress for several
values ofD1/ sDsCsd.
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of lmax (y axis has a logarithmic scale) when the film remote
stress is low. At high stress levels in giga pascal range
though, the effect of volume diffusion would be insignificant
(see Fig. 8), in line with previous analyses.9,10,12,13,30The
effect of temperature onlmax can be qualitatively assessed
from Fig. 5. As the annealing temperature decreases, the ra-
tio D1/ sDsCsd decreases sinceqs is smaller thanq1. Hence, a
decreasing temperature is equivalent to a decreasing
D1/ sDsCsd in Fig. 5. The rate of this decrease depends on
sq1−qsd.

One significant feature of the current analysis is that,
unlike that predicted by considering surface diffusion
alone,1,3,4,9,10,12–14the film roughening is sensitive to the sign
of the remote stress. Under remote compressive stress(Figs.
4 and 5), volume diffusion driven by the remote stress tends
to roughen the film surface while that due to surface tension
(i.e., g) tends to smoothen the film surface. Their competi-
tion gives rise to surface roughening atlmax. Under remote
tensile stress, however, both volume diffusion and surface
tension tend to smoothen the surface perturbations[see Eq.
(9)]. At low tensile stresses, volume diffusion, and hence this
effect, is dominant, as illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows that
compressive stress causes the surface to roughen while ten-
sile stress does not. As the tensile stress increases, roughen-
ing due to surface diffusion increasingly dominates over flat-
tening due to volume diffusion. Figure 7 shows the
normalized surface-roughening rate atlmax as a function of
remote tensile stress, which demonstrates that, when the
magnitude of the remote tensile stress is large, the film sur-

face roughens at a high rate and vice versa. For a given
volume to surface diffusivity ratio, there exists a critical
stress magnitude below which no roughening occurs. The
stress-sign dependence of the surface-roughening behavior is
a direct consequence of the vacancy concentration variation
induced by pressure variation along a wavy surface. While a
remote compressive stress will increase the pressure at val-
leys and decrease it at crests of a wavy surface, as shown in
Fig. 2, a remote tensile stress will give rise to the opposite.

The difference inlmax under compressive and tensile
remote stresses can be more clearly seen in Fig. 8. Figure 8
shows that, with surface diffusion alone, the dependence of
lmax on stress levels is symmetric, i.e.,lmax depends only
upon the magnitude of the remote stress. However, inclusion
of volume diffusion lowers the values oflmax under com-
pressive remote stress and increases the values oflmax under
tensile remote stress. Further, the current analysis indicates
that under tensile remote stress with volume diffusion,
roughening will not occur when the stress magnitude is be-
low a critical value, indicated by the terminating points in
Fig. 8. This is not the case under a compressive remote
stress. This asymmetric surface-roughening behavior under
tensile and compressive remote stresses has not been pre-
dicted previously. It may be partly responsible for the experi-
mental observations of different behaviors in isothermal test-
ing done below and above the processing temperature in the
films of thermal barrier systems.41,43 Similar asymmetric be-
havior has been predicted by a linear stability analysis of
viscous fingering of the interface between two linearly creep-
ing fluids of different viscosity.44 Figure 8 also shows that, as
the magnitude of the remote stress increases, the influence of
volume diffusion diminishes regardless of the sign of the
remote stress.

The prerequisite for the current analysis to be valid is the
existence of a sustainable average stress in the thin film dur-
ing surface morphology evolution. In epitaxial thin films,
such stress is maintained because of lack of sources and
sinks for point defects so that stress relaxation is difficult to
occur. In the coatings of thermal barrier systems(i.e., bond-
coat), the maintenance of a relatively low stress level at el-
evated temperatures may be attributed to the fact that the
characteristic relaxation time due to volume diffusion is
much longer than the time required for surface morphology
evolution. Panet al.35 showed that, in free-standing bondcoat
tested at high temperatures, the stresses relaxed immediately

FIG. 6. Ratio of amplitude change of a film as a function of wavelength
under compressive(125 MPa) and tensile(225 MPa) stresses. Note that
the surface roughens under compressive stress but smoothens under tensile
stress.

FIG. 7. Normalized surface-roughening rate as a function of remote tensile
stress at the wavelengthlmax.

FIG. 8. Thelmax of a film as a function of tensile and compressive remote
stresses for differentD1/ sDsCsd values.
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after straining, likely due to dislocation creep. After the ini-
tial drop, the stresses settled to a long period of nearly con-
stant level. Such sustained stress over a sufficiently long pe-
riod would be able to provide the driving force for surface
roughening in these coatings. Moreover, in thermal barrier
systems, continued interdiffusion between bondcoat and sub-
strate may also induce stresses in the bondcoat, similar to the
mechanism analyzed by Suoet al.27

It is also important to know whether the current analysis
is capable of confirming the profound amplitude increases
during surface roughening of thin films.8,24 Some estimates
can be made for the amplitude change predicted by the cur-
rent model. For conditions used to plot Fig. 5, when the
remote stress is 25 MPa,lmax is about 20mm [i.e.,
D1/ sDsCsd=3.9310−25 m2] and Ds0 expf−qs/ skTdg is 5
310−9 m2/s, we get lnsa/a0d=3.62310−5 t (t in seconds).
Thus the exponential growth time of the instability is ap-
proximately 8 h, small compared to the 25-h isothermal heat-
ing in the experiments of Panatet al.24 and Panat and Hsia.41

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present an analysis describing the evo-
lution of sinusoidal surfaces of stressed films by considering
the diffusion of atoms through the film volume and along the
film surface. Volume diffusion is shown to be influential at
the relatively low stress levels(tens of mega pascals) typi-
cally encountered in films in thermal barrier systems while
not important at high stress levels(giga pascal range). The
relative importance of volume diffusion is also controlled by
the ratio of the volume self-diffusivity to the product of the
surface self-diffusivity with the surface defect concentration.
The inclusion of volume diffusion terms in the stability
analysis implies a different behavior of the film surfaces un-
der a tensile and a compressive stress. This effect is, how-
ever, shown to affect the stability only at low stress levels.
The current study shows that, at the dominant instability
wavelength and under low stress and high-temperature con-
ditions, the only important destabilizing mechanism is vol-
ume diffusion, while the only important stabilizing mecha-
nism is surface diffusion.
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APPENDIX
Consider a curved solid surface of curvaturek in the

x-y plane, as shown in Fig. 9. Simple mechanical equilibrium
shows that a pressure difference(i.e., hydrostatic stress)
equal tokg will develop in the solid just below the surface,
whereg is the solid surface energy(assumed to be isotropic
and same as surface tension).45 For a crest on the solid sur-
face, the pressure is compressive and vice versa. The frac-
tional concentration of vacancies just below the surface due
to this pressure is given by15

C8 = Cv8 +
Cv8gV

kT
k, sA1d

where Cv8 is the concentration of vacancies in equilibrium
with a flat solid surface.

In the case of the surface of a film under a remote stress
(Fig. 1), an additional hydrostatic stress is superimposed
over that due to capillarity. Since the surface of the solid is
curved, this stress can vary along thex axis. Let us consider
a film with its surface morphology given by Eq.(1) and
under a remote stresss`, as shown in Fig. 1. The hydrostatic
pressure due to the remote stress can be evaluated ass1/3d
3ssxx+syy+szzd at y=0. Using Eq. (2) and assuming a
plane strain condition, the difference between the hydrostatic
pressure at the sinusoidal surface of the film in Fig. 1 and
that of a flat surface is

DP =
− 2

3
s1 + nds`av cossvxd. sA2d

This pressure difference between the film surface and film
interior, which varies alongx, serves the same role in affect-
ing the vacancy concentration as the pressure variation due
to capillarity.

By finding a steady-state solution of the volume diffu-
sion problem for vacancies, the concentration of vacancies
just below the surface,C, due to the combined effect of
surface tension and remote stress can be given by

Csx,y = 0d = Cv +
CvV

kT

3F− av2g +
2

3
s1 + nds`avG cossvxd,

sA3d

where Cv is the concentration of vacancies in equilibrium
with a flat surface of a film under a remote stress. Thus, the
equilibrium vacancy concentration in the bulk of the film in
Fig. 1 (i.e., far below the surface) is given byCv. Note that in

FIG. 9. Curved solid surface.
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writing Eq. (A3), we assume that the vacancy volume is the
same as the atomic volume.15,16
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